M. BRASHEM, INC.

MBI Graphite
Three grades of graphite electrodes from which to choose:

Tool steel rolls
Fujico "CPC"
Tungsten Carbide Rolls

MBI Rolls

HP
for foundries, ladle furnaces and low-powered electric arc furnaces

Bar and structural mills
Iron and steel rolls

SHP
for high-powered foundries and ladle furnaces

Hot and cold strip mills
Work and backup rolls
Pinch, wrapper, looper and table rollers from Fujico
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UHP
for demanding ultrahigh-powered furnaces
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Carbon Electrodes
for smelting operations

Serving the steel industry for more than 30 years!

M. Brashem, Inc.

14023 N.E. 8th St., Bellevue, WA 98007
425-641-1566 • 800-274-2008